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Existence of inherent memory in a thin fi1m mu'ltilayered EL device was observedl) and developed

by virtue of hysteresis loop measured in Voltage - Brightness characteristics as shown 'in Fig.1.

Fig.2 shows the basic construction of the EL device whjch consists of ZnS:Mn EL layer sandw'iched by

YrO, insulating layers. Under certain constant ac sustain voltage, V, in F'ig.1, switching or

writing from low brightness state to any intermediate high brightness state is rea'lized by jnstan-

taneous excitation of a higher voltage pulse or UV fight irradiat'ion2). A series of experimental

studies were carried out on the electricai and opt'ica1 properties of the EL device and on a single

ZnS thin filrn for the c'larificat'ion of memory mechanism.
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Photo.l shows a typical Charge-Voltage characteristics of a three layered EL device measured by

a Sawyer-Tower circuit. The amount of charge Q on the electrode of the EL device ai zero voltage

facilitates computation of the charge stored at the boundary region between the insulator and AnS

layer by means of Poisson's equation. Calcu1ated values of the charge at various ac peak voltage,

together with the brightness observed at respective vo1tages, are shown in Fig.3. Fig.4 shows the

way in which the memory is affected by the thickness of ZnS layer. Measurement of Vo'ltage-Bright-

ness characteristics is carried out under various temperature as shown 'in Fig.5. Memory width is

defined as the vo'ltage width on a hysteresis loop at a brightness of l0 nit. Fig.6 shows the re-

lation between the memory width and the temperature at which the dev'ice is operated. Fig.7 shows

the thermal'ly stimulated current (T.S.C.) of ZnS:Mn EL layer. The energy of the trapping level is

calculated to be about 0.8 eV below the conduction band based upon the temperature at which the

peak thermally stimulated cument IO occurs. The captured electron density stil'l remaining at the

trap level at each temperature may be estimated by integrating the area underneath the T.S.C. curve

from the higher temperature side. The result is shown as N, in Fig.6, which is very similar to

the temperature dependence of memory width V*.

Di scgss io!

This memory effect is observed in the three'layered EL device, but it is not found in the single

layered nor in the doub'le layered EL device. Furthermore, high brightness e'lectroluminescence and

inherent memory are realized on'ly under ac voltage excitation. Mobile e1ectrons within the ZnS

layer displace toward the boundary region and stay there forced by the external e'lectric fjeld,

thus forming an internal po1arizatjon. When the external fje'ld alternates'the internal po'larized

field adds up with the external fie'ld, resu'lting in an enhanced emission of 1ight. Therefore,

even at the same ac peak sustain voltage, the difference of polarized charge results in different
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brightness of 1ight, which accounts for the hysteresis effect observed in the voltage - Brightness

characteristjcs. po'larization charge'is thought to be originated from deep traps whose level

exist at about 0.8 eV below conduction band as calculated in the measurement of T.S.C.. Under

high electric f.ield of I - Z x 106 v/cm, captured e'lectrons at deep trap can be re'leased by fie'ld

effect and/or col'lisjon with primary e'lectrons. Electrons thus re1eased contribute to exc'iting

the Mn..nt.rr3). The increase of the peak va]ue of the ac applied voltage causes the number of

electrons that are re'leased from the trap 1eve1 to glow. These electrons move back and forth be-

tween the boundarjes. Further increase of voltage rq'leases most of the electrons from the deep

trap, hence, leveling off of brightness resu'lts. In the decreas'ing cycle of the ac vo'ltage' the

recombinatjon probabi'lity into deep traps remaind to be low at h'igh e'lectron velocity' which ac-

counts for the cause of hysteresis effect in brightness versus voltage characteristics. The re-

sults of temperature dependence and thickness dependence upon memory may be exp'lained from the pro-

posed model as mentloned above.                                        5
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Fig.3 V-B and V-Q characteristics.
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of memory wid[h: Fig.5 Temperature dependence of V-B characteristics. Fig.7 T'S'C' spectra'
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t Fig.2 Sample construction.

Photo.l V-Q characteristics'
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